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On the other side, the three evil gods of the seven evil gods-

poison evil god, blood evil god, and evil evil god have quietly touched the periphery of the Shenlong
science and technology base.

They paid enough attention to the task arranged by Levi Garrison and sent three evil gods to rescue
Zoey.

The evil god of poison is naturally good at using poison and killing the gods invisible.

The blood evil god uses blood to practice kung fu, powerful and terrifying.

The evil spirit refers to his evil charm like a demon, and he has reached the pinnacle of illusion.

With these three people taking action, Levi Garrison was naturally relieved.

“Let’s go, save people!” The

three entered swaggeringly.

With the strength of the three of them, there is no need to be sneaky.

Just go in and take people away.

“Dididi……”

The moment the three of them stepped into the Shenlong Technology Base, the entire base screamed
loudly.

“Huh!!!”

At the same time, a light curtain rose behind the three of them, cutting off their retreat.

“How do I feel that there is an ambush?” The

evil spirit said vigilantly.

“Yes! I have been waiting for you for a long time!”

With the voice, Xu Zhengjie led someone to appear slowly.

The Shenlong Science and Technology Base has advanced technology, not to mention an aircraft at
several times the speed of sound.

Therefore, Xu Zhengjie came to the Shenlong base before the three evil gods.

“It’s you who arrested someone?” the

blood evil god asked harshly.

Xu Zhengjie smiled abnormally: “Yes, yes, people are inside! Go and save!”

“Look for death!”

The blood evil god was angry.

The eyes turned blood red, and bloody traces appeared on his face, like symbols.

It just so happened that he didn’t use blood today, so he took Xu Zhengjie’s operation.

As soon as the blood evil god took action, the whole world turned into blood, desolate and
murderous.

He wants to tear Xu Zhengjie apart!

It’s just that Xu Zhengjie’s mouth has a weird smile.

The Blood Evil God instantly appeared in front of Xu Zhengjie, grabbing his shoulders with both hands,
tearing him in half.

The blood evil god is the strength of the eighth heaven

, Even if the opponent’s body is as hard as a mountain, it can be torn apart.

But the moment he got started, he was dumbfounded.

Because Xu Zhengjie’s body turned into liquid.

His hands seemed to be in the water.

“Not good!”

Blood Cthulhu realized that something was wrong, his face changed drastically and he wanted to
retreat.

“Boom!”

Xu Zhengjie didn’t give him a chance at all, the moment the energy body condensed, super energy
burst out of his fist.

“Puff!”

Blood Cthulhu couldn’t hold this punch at all.

I was beaten out!

“This…” The

blood evil god’s eyes were full of horror.

I have never met such a power…

“Da Da Da…”

Xu Zhengjie deceived him, his fist rained down on the blood evil god.

The blood evil god’s physique has long been detached from the world, so powerful that modern
weapons cannot bombard it.

But under Xu Zhengjie’s fist, countless blood stains appeared on the body of the blood evil god, and
his body would be exploded if it continued like this!

In front of Xu Zhengjie, the blood evil god has no power to fight back!

“Boom!”

Seeing that the evil spirit of blood was about to explode, suddenly Xu Zhengjie flashed a flower, and
the evil spirit of blood disappeared from his eyes.

The evil god’s illusion technique rescued the blood evil god.

If you don’t save it, the blood evil god is really going to die.

“Look at me! He must die! I have used hundreds of

poisons that are rare in the world on him just now! No matter how strong his cultivation is, it won’t
work!” The evil god of poison sneered.

He is the weakest among the seven evil gods.

Even the seventh heaven.

However, relying on a single-handed poisonous skill, he abruptly tied with the other six.

It shows how good he is.

The most frightening thing is that the poisonous evil god is among the seven evil gods, the one who
has killed the most powerful people in the seventh and eighth heavens.

Relying on one-handed poisonous power.

When Xu Zhengjie was fighting with the blood evil god just now, the poison evil god was not idle. He
used poison power to inflict hundreds of poisons on Xu Zhengjie.

The three looked at Xu Zhengjie as if they were watching a dead person.

“Really? Hundreds of highly poisonous?”

